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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Large type / large
print edition. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Fractal 539 extralarge print cross stitch pattern by Cross Stitch Collectibles Finished size (depending upon the fabric
you choose): 14 count aida: 21.5 x 21.5 18 count aida: 16.75 x 16.75 24 count aida: 12.5 x 12.5 Stitches:
300w x 300h Pattern Features: * Large-print for easy reading * Full cross stitches only * Black/White
chart with easy-to-read symbols * Comprehensive instruction sheet * Complete materials list
included Fractal cross stitch patterns have become the fastest-growing niche in the cross stitch
world, and Cross Stitch Collectibles was instrumental in the introduction and wide-spread popularity
of these incredible patterns. The unique and vibrant colored designs are sure to impress!! Benefits
of Large-Print Cross Stitch Patterns: This book is an Extra-Large-Print cross stitch pattern. Stitching
our beautiful cross stitch patterns is a labor of love and very time-consuming. Reading such large
patterns for hours at a time can pose a challenge for stitchers of all ages. The large grids and
alphabetic symbols used in this cross stitch pattern book makes tackling such a large project much
easier and...
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Reviews
It in one of the most popular book. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Ca mylle La r son
This book is definitely not e ortless to start on looking at but really exciting to see. It really is simplistic but surprises from the 50 % from the pdf. I am just
effortlessly can get a delight of looking at a published book.
-- Thur ma n Scha mber g er
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